Sparkling Mindz Global
Not just a building with four walls, there is a tomorrow inside.
Learning as a joyous experience: It is very important that children develop an
intense interest in their learning and find it joyful. This ensures that the
children are engaged and they push themselves to learn more. To achieve
this, we have game-based learning methodology, flexible learning methods, a
woven mix of academics and extra-curricular and a team of passionate
professionals working to make this happen every day.

Wide Angle View on learning:Learning has a broad spectrum and generally
gets narrowed down to learning by rote for exams. We have opened up
possibilities of what a School can do for a child. We have developed an
innovative dbest curriculum framework which enables holistic learning. We
are also looking at connecting the school with a professional network that
gives the children an exposure to the very best achievements in the world..

Children as co-owners and collaborators of learning: When children take up
their learning as a responsibility they share and own with others, their
learning is not limited to a person or place. They seek new avenues for
learning and it becomes a lifelong process than something restricted to a
class-room.

Children as change makers: Why should a child possibly wait for 16-20
years to add value and contribute to the society? With a close connect to
the community and engaging with the community's problems, they start
becoming catalysts of change and growth, having a clearer picture of the
realities of the world. This enables children to take pride in achievements
beyond their academics

Innovative Quality Systems: A robust assessment system that measures impact in all the different dimensions clubbed
with a rigorous hiring and training system ensures that quality is delivered. We also see parents as partners in the learning
process for a child and work closely with them to make learning and development happen.
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Playgroup-UKG, 1-5 | CBSE-IGCSE | 1 Acre Campus | 25 Children per classroom |
Pod based seating | School Bus Facility | Daycare Facility | Home cooked meals |
Playground | Well Qualified Facilitators | Safe & Hygenic Environment

Launching Hennur Campus Shortly
www.sparklingmindz.in | contact@sparklingmindz.in |
9900080331 | 9900080332 | Kalyan Nagar, Koramangala

Sparkling Mindz Global

A Harvard, ISB, IIM Alumni Venture

Admissions open
for 2016-17
Hurry !!!

